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This article will look at the requirements for
surge protection devices (SPD) in cable
networks for aerial installations and interactive
systems based on BS 7671, 18th edition and
proposed changes in BS EN 60728-11: Cable
networks for television signals, sound signals
and interactive services - Safety . We shall look
at the installation in single dwellings and then
larger installations that may also have lightning
protection systems .
Lightning Protection Systems are not new to the
aerial installer and CAI has always advocated
that the connection of the aerial system to the
LPS is outside our scope and should be left
to the specialist company . However, CAI has
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always maintained that a full discussion should
take place with the LPS company as to what
is required to protect the aerial system . SPDs
have also been around for a long time but it is
since the release of the latest edition (18th) of
BS 7671 known as the “Wiring Regs” there has
been much discussion regarding their use and
mostly in the installation in single dwelling units .
But what is an SPD? As the name implies it’s
a device that protects against electrical surges
from any source, be it for example atmospheric,
switching or motor start up . We are obviously
most interested in atmospheric overvoltage or
lightning . There are several types of SPD but
we are only interested in type 1, 2 and 3 . Type

1 SPDs need only be installed where a cross
bonded LPS is on the property and would be
installed where the cables cross the building
boundary . Types 2 and 3 are very similar to each
other but a higher test current applies to a type
2 . Types 2 or 3 would be used in conjunction
with a type 1 on a cross bonded LPS or as stand
alone units with an isolated LPS or where no
LPS is installed . More on this later .
For the electrical contractor or installer there is
a risk assessment in section 443 of BS 7671 to
determine if the single dwelling unit requires a
SPD, the risk assessment requires the installer
to know the location of the dwelling, the ground
flash density of lightning strikes and the way that
power is supplied to the dwelling via overhead or
buried cables . This is the calculated risk level or
CRL . Once the assessment is carried out the
result is either the SPD is required for the LV
power (mains) or not .
It is at this point that we can see that we need
to comply with another regulation of BS 7671,
534 .4 .1 .6 states:

Consideration shall be given to the provision of
SPDs to protect from other sources, such as:
(i) switching overvoltages produced by
current-using equipment located within the
installation
(ii) overvoltages on other incoming services
such as metallic telecommunication and
signalling services
(iii) overvoltages on other services feeding other
structures such as secondary buildings,
external installations/lighting, power lines
feeding external sensors .
The provision of further SPDs may be required
on telephone lines and TV cables etc if the
CRL shows that SPDs are required on the LV
power . The reasoning here is that if the property
is shown to be at risk for one service cable

then the other cables into the property need
attending to as well .
This is shown in the section 534 regarding the
lightning protection zone (LPZ) concept and the
following regulation is noted .

534 .4 .1 .2 In accordance with the LPZ concept,
where a cable crosses the zonal interface,
further SPDs shall be installed to preserve the
zone integrity .
The LPZ concept in its basic form is breaking
down the structure into zones . LPZ0 is the
outside where lightning is . LPZ1 is inside the
structure and LPZ2 is a further internal screened
zone within LPZ1 .
For a dwelling it can be said that there are
typically only two zones, the outside and inside
or a LPZ0/1 interface, and that is where the
SPDs are located to meet 534 .4 .1 .2 . For the
power the SPD is in the consumer unit and then
the signals are dealt with after the BT master
socket and in the coax cable after the aerial and
before any amplifier or splitter unit .
The regulation 534 .4 .1 .6 does also mention
that any cable going to another structure will
need consideration for SPDs so a power cable
to a workshop down the garden or garage block
are just two examples .
Let us now consider some applications .
An antenna within a roof space is not crossing
a zone from outside to inside so no SPD is
required . This does not mean that a cloud to
cloud strike will have no effect by inducing a
current in a cable, but its effect is very low .
In the UK dishes are not mounted above
the roof line unless absolutely required, but
terrestrial aerials are, however, the UK also
has a relatively low ground flash density for
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lightning, so the chances of a direct hit are rare
but not unknown .
Figure 1 shows that a direct hit is possible and
the way to mitigate from this is to install physical
lightning protection, it is the function of the SPD
in the coax cable inside the dwelling to protect
the receiver and AV/TV equipment . In the UK
the only time lightning protection is normally
installed on the dwelling is after a direct hit and
it’s a condition of continuing insurance cover .

layout of the power socket and the location of
powered devices . The same cable size as the
other bonding conductors can be used to link
the SPD output to the bond but the minimum
size is 1 .5mm2, meaning the route back to the
building’s MET has to be at least via the earth
of a 2 .5 twin and earth . Figure 4 shows a type
of installation example protecting the inputs of
the distribution system . The SPD shown in this
image is comprised of single way SPDs built up
to the number of ways required . Obviously to
conform with CAI CoPs the F connectors should
be crimped or compression .

Figure 2: Typical
single way type 3
coax SPD

Figure 1: Direct hit on a satellite dish

For those dwellings that do require surge
protection because the CRL risk assessment
requires it or the home owner has decided
that they do not want the installation placed at
risk and wish to protect the equipment, then
the type of SPD is shown in figure 2 . Figure
3 shows a 5 way version . They are installed
before any splitter or amp and the location
must be close to an earthed point or the
equipotential bonding network as the cable from
the SPD to the bonding network needs to be
as short as possible . This will influence the
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Figure 3: Typical 5 way
type 2 coax SPD

Under the requirements of BS 7671 there is
no expectation that every dwelling will require
SPDs, but a risk assessment is to be carried
out by the electrical contractor to determine
the case for the installation of them or not on
the LV (mains) circuit . As single dwellings do
not normally have a lightning protection system
fitted, the SPD need not be a fully rated type

1 as there is no bond to a
fitted LPS . When a SPD is
fitted to the LV circuit then
they must also be fitted to
all other cables crossing
the building boundary .
So check the consumer
unit, especially in a new
property, to see if a SPD
is fitted to the mains . It is
likely to look something like
figure 4 .

Figure 4: Typical LV
(240 V mains) SPD

installation that includes the mast or mounting
system that the aerial or dish is bolted to . I
am also happy that the lightning voltage that
is expected during such events will induce a
current into the coax cables and that current
will flow into the installation to the distribution
system and here it will cause a flash over or
fire as and when the withstand voltage of the
installation is exceeded” . This is because the
installation had no SPDs fitted and was a cross
bonded installation to the LPS .

We shall now look at the larger sites on multiple
occupancy structures (MDUs) and commercial
installations .
With these installations during the design stage
a lightning risk assessment is carried out to BS
EN 62305 . This would normally be carried out
by the LPS company . If the structure does not
need a fitted LPS then the same parameters as
above should be used using type 2 or 3 SPDs .
If the structure does need lightning protection
you would normally expect the mast to be cross
bonded and that stops flash over and fire risk .
That is how things, historically, were normally
done in the UK . This could be interpreted as,
“I am happy for lightning to hit the roof top

Figure 6: Typical cross bonded installations

Figure 5: Typical installation

So, looking at figure 6, we see typical cross
bonded systems and the coax leads are routed
and attached close to the copper tape, so the
induced effect is at its greatest . Any equipment
attached to the other end of those cables is
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of LPS companies in the UK prefer the easy
option of non-isolated . However, where the
LPS is to be fitted in any of the following “high
risk” areas then an isolated system MUST be
used .
n Contains explosive materials
Figure 7: Typical type 1 SPD

going to see more than TV signal levels during
surge events . Hence why type 1 SPDs (figure
7) would be required on all those lines as they
enter the building . A threat to the installation
has been introduced and the 18th edition of
the Wiring Regulations addresses this with the
lightning protection zone concept in section 534 .
Figure 6 shows examples of installations that
require, under BS 7671, type 1 coax SPDs to
be fitted due to the direct connection to the fitted
LPS . This is the typical LPS installation, but it is
not the sole type of installation, the alternative is
the isolated system and the lightning protection
installer will be familiar with this and be able to
provide a mast to offer the protection for the
dish etc . In this case the whole mast assembly
would need to be moved to a point on the roof
away from the lightning protection system . To
do this, a conversation needs to be had with the
lightning protection installer . Two questions to
ask are:-

n Is highly flammable (contents or construction)
n Has hazardous areas/EX zones
n Contains highly
equipment

sensitive

electronic

n Cannot cope with full or partial lightning
energy travelling through the structure
It could be argued here that aerial amplification
and distribution equipment is highly sensitive
electronic equipment .
Most important to note is that the aerial installer
has a choice about whether the LPS is isolated
or cross bonded to reduce the electrical stress on
the signal distribution equipment and prevent the
importation of lightning currents into the structure .

n What is the separation distance on the roof
at this location?
n Can you provide an air terminal to protect
the mast and equipment bolted to it?
Isolated systems reduce the stress that will
be transmitted into the installation as no part
of the mast or aerial is attached electrically or
mechanically to the LPS . The distance from
the LPS to the mast is beyond the separation
distance, so no flash over can occur . Isolated
systems are by far the most appropriate LPS for
our industry but, unfortunately, the vast majority
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Figure 8: Isolated lightning protection system

Figure 8 shows an example of such an isolated
protection system . We can see the dish and the
mounting system . In this case the taller pole is
the support mast for the lightning rod . The air

terminal is just out of the image but that round
conductor down the right is mounted away by
the GRP stand offs that are bolted to the GRP
mast . This means that the lightning conductor is
not connected electrically or mechanically to the
dish and so the dish and its connected cables do
not ‘see’ lightning currents . The distance from
the dish to the lightning conductor is greater
than the separation distance at the location of
the dish on the roof . This method still uses the
round lightning conductor, but it is possible to go
another step with this isolated protection system
by removing the metallic conductor and using a
high voltage insulated conductor or HVI . Figure
9 shows an example of this type of installation .
The HVI cable runs up the supporting mast
shown in red and, where the mast requires the
separation distance to be met, the strike point is
of such height that the protective angle covers
the dish area . You can see that the HVI cable
is connected to the rest of the LPS well away
from the dish and that there is a small drain
earth wire connected from the metal mast and
the LPS . The way that the HVI system works
is by dissipating the lightning energy within the
cable during approximately the first metre from
the strike point and any residue currents are
drained away .

Figure 10: TV distribution system located too close to the
fitted LPS

parallel path to the LPS so in the event of a
strike the energised tapes will induce current
into the cables . Not only that, but the separation
distance from those tapes to the box is not
known . The aerial installer was on site first as
the tape is directed over the cables .
It must be considered that the basic design
principals of BS EN 62305 are that prominent
corners of a structure should take precedence
when applying down conductor and earth
terminations, with all other positions applied at
distances stipulated by the calculated design
classification for the Lightning Protection Level
(LPL) . Evidence suggests that prominent
corners and projections of a structure are most
susceptible to a direct lightning attachment and
are potential current paths .

Figure 9: HVI cable method of isolated lightning protection

Figure 10 shows an installation where the
distribution system is very close to the lightning
protection down conductor . This is far from
ideal . Indeed, the coax cables have a long
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Finally, a few words about the installations
already out there . The Wiring Regs (BS 7671)
and Lightning Protection Standard (BS EN
62305) are not retrospective . If there is an

installation like figure 6, it may be the case that
the electrical periodic inspection flags up the
omission of SPDs . This is a way to cover the
installer as any subsequent event or damage will
need to be explained by the owner or landlord as
to why the omission was not acted upon .

In summary .

Similar
regulations
also
apply
to
telecommunication or CCTV cables crossing the
boundary of a building . This could be structured
cables, for services such as CCTV, telephone or
WiFi and 4/5G antennas as well as CCTV coax
cables . Where an SPD is fitted to the LV supply,
then one such as shown in Figure 11 should be
fitted to the phone or data line, Figure 12 shows
a type 2 coax SPD for CCTV applications .

n The new version of 60728-11 document
will also lay out the above requirements for
TV distribution installations with and without
lightning protection systems .

n Under the new regulations, no action would
be required to correct existing installations .
It is enough to flag up the issue, so the owner
can make that decision . BS 7671 and BS
EN 62305 are not applied retrospectively .

n Aerial installers need to be aware that
they do not have to accept whatever the
LPS installer offers and that, with some
conversations regarding separation distance
and isolation, a more robust installation can
be delivered that does not bring into the
installation partial lightning currents via coax
cables .
n Under BS 7671 a cross bonded installation
will be required to have SPDs so the LPZ
concept is maintained . This is achieved by
fitting type 1 SPDs in cables that come or
go from the exterior to the interior and type
3 at the equipment . Where an isolated LPS
is used it is highly recommended that type 2
or 3 SPDs are fitted before the equipment .

Figure 11: Data SPD with RJ45 connections

n Further advice may be obtained from Dehn
UK via the CAI office .

Figure 12: Type 2 BNC SPD for CCTV
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